GSA DESIGN AWARDS 2004
ADMINISTRATOR’S MESSAGE

The U.S. General Services Administration is proud to honor the winners of the 2004 biennial Design Awards. Selected from 143 entries, these projects represent “the best of the best” of GSA’s work for its customers and the American people. They are models that creatively meet everyday functional needs and address the challenges of providing a quality federal work environment at the best value to the taxpayers. At the same time, they inspire, giving a sense of what America values, whether it be a simple and welcoming port of entry in Del Rio, Texas, or a stately and uplifting courthouse in Hammond, Indiana.

I congratulate the winners and thank all who submitted projects.

Stephen A. Perry
Administrator
U.S. General Services Administration
COMMISSIONER’S MESSAGE

The 2004 Design Awards are a milestone marking the tenth anniversary of the Design Excellence Program. Little more than a decade ago, the U.S. General Services Administration set out to change both the face and essence of federal architecture, to produce buildings that could once again be a source of pride in their communities and express the nation’s enduring democratic values. With few exceptions, in the latter half of the twentieth century, the architectural quality of federal buildings had declined. Buildings of this era were indistinguishable from commercial structures, lacked inspiration, and were not embraced by the public. Since the Design Excellence Program was initiated in 1994, GSA has engaged the finest architects, artists, and engineers working in America, which we believe has reversed this trend.

Every two years, we look to the Design Awards jury, which is composed of private sector professionals from the Commissioner’s National Register of Peer Professionals, to provide an objective evaluation of where we are and what we could do better. The awards jury uses seven criteria in its evaluation, from success in meeting project requirements and functional proficiency to aesthetic sensibility and cost efficiency.

This year, the jury reviewed more than 140 projects representing work from all 11 regions. We received submissions in each of the 20 categories, including
ARCHITECTURE, PRESERVATION, ENGINEERING, ART, WORKPLACE ENVIRONMENT, URBAN DESIGN, SUSTAINABILITY, AND CONSTRUCTION.

Many excellent projects were entered. The 16 projects selected for awards were those the jury felt best met the final criterion: whether the project could serve as a model for others. These award-winning projects illustrate the breadth of GSA’s work from the iconic courthouse to the high tech laboratory. They demonstrate our long-time commitment to preserving and restoring our historic buildings and our more recent commitment to sustainability and other environmental goals. These projects have an important impact in their communities and are a valuable legacy for all Americans.

My congratulations and sincere thanks to all the winners for helping to foster good government through quality, innovative, and thoughtful design.

F. Joseph Moravec
Commissioner
Public Buildings Service
The jury was surprised and impressed with the breadth of GSA’s work. There was tremendous diversity, not just high profile urban courthouses and office buildings but border stations, Daycare centers, field offices, lobbies, signage, computer-based simulations, and project information systems. The quality was very high, not simply when evaluated on a government or national standard but when judged on an international scale. Numerous projects excelled in several categories: architecture and interior design, architecture and engineering, architecture and security, preservation and art conservation. The jury recognized this valuable integration by combining award categories. In looking for the “best of the best,” the jury also sought to find projects that said something about the future, projects that would be an inspiring and cherished legacy for future generations.

While many projects excelled, others were mediocre. We asked why? How had the same process that produced exceptional projects also produced some very mundane results? Several areas need more attention and more nurturing by GSA. The biggest category is lease construction. It simply does not reflect Design Excellence. Daycare centers are another area where the standard needs to be raised and more creativity exhibited.

The jury was pleased to see GSA’s emphasis on the workplace. These projects, however, need to get beyond just function and into life styles. A lot of attention is given to
image, e.g., lobbies, and many courthouses have excellent interior spaces, but there was too little focus on the needs and desires of the everyday worker.

With respect to urban planning and landscape architecture, many federal buildings are not on tight urban sites but have significant open space surrounding them. There needs to be increased collaboration upfront between the architect and the landscape architect. It is important that this public space be used for the benefit of the public. It must not be an afterthought or a hostile environment filled with bollards and foreboding planters that create fortresses around our federal buildings.

First Impressions is a very laudable program, but we offer a word of caution. Today, architects and preservation specialists spend a lot of time and resources restoring buildings that were insensitively altered because they were “out of fashion.” Buildings from the Great Society period of the 1960s and 1970s are still too recent to be fully appreciated. While many were poorly designed and constructed in the rush to provide needed federal office space and are not worthwhile examples of this architectural period, there are many fine examples. Careful study of these buildings should be undertaken before changes—particularly irreversible ones—are made.

In the area of sustainability, GSA has made a laudable commitment that all its new buildings should have at least a silver LEED rating. GSA should be a leader in this area and move beyond silver ratings to produce some demonstration projects that achieve gold and platinum ratings.

Finally, civic art is important. It is critical that the lead design architect and the artist work together immediately on a project. Today, there is more “installation orientation art,” not just the commissioning of a painting or sculpture. Like architecture under the Design Excellence Program, art should be made a priority and sufficient resources provided to ensure the commissioning of the best artists and the creation of the best works for federal buildings.

In closing, the jury wishes to congratulate all the winners for their excellent work, for their commitment to improving the public realm, and for making design a value proposition that benefits all citizens.

Mack Scogin
Jury Chair
Durable materials, chaste details, and vaulting evoke a sense of stability, calm, and dignity to the new U.S. Courthouse in Hammond, Indiana. The four-story, 275,000-square-foot courthouse is impressively situated on a generous 6.9-acre downtown site. It is set back from the main public thoroughfare and is graced with a landscaped park of oak and beech trees that gently ascends to the courthouse entrance.

The restrained design is composed of twin monolithic limestone-clad wings joined by a three-story, glass-walled atrium with a vaulted ceiling. Four broad steps and a glazed canopy are the threshold to a vestibule and central hall. This public hall is both the symbolic and functional focus of the courthouse. Generous in its dimensions, 138 feet long, 43 feet wide, and arched to a height of 87 feet, it is filled with light that flows through the glass walls to the east and west. To the north and south, limestone walls define public galleries and announce the presence of eight courtrooms. To articulate the form and bring natural light to upper level interior spaces, wedge shapes have been cut out of the building’s corners.

At the west end of the great hall, the expansive glazed wall faces downtown Hammond, capturing the setting sun and opening onto a terrace that extends the public space beyond the hall to the outside. A simple limestone pergola defines the far edge of the exterior space, a relaxed counterpoint to the dramatic vaulting and galleries of the hall.

This courthouse captures in space, light, and material form all of the honor and dignity that we hope for in our judicial system. The public realm is valued above all else. The beautifully proportioned series of rooms conveys a respect for the public and uplifts the human spirit.
UNITED STATES COURTHOUSE
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

ARCHITECTURE | INTERIOR DESIGN

Encompassing a full block on the edge of Seattle’s downtown core, the building gracefully interprets the modern urban courthouse in a hierarchical tri-partite composition. The courtrooms are located in a 23-story tower that is flanked along the back by a 17-story volume containing judges’ chambers. A low, seven-story office bar along one side of the tower thrusts forward to embrace a plaza.

At the ground level, the building responds to its context with a powerful sense of civitas. A generous one-acre landscaped plaza marks the main entrance and provides an inviting transition between the urban environment and the judicial realm. It is a sheltered precinct with a rich diversity of experience. A set of sculptural pools nestled between the volumes of the lobby and the office bar cascade into a reflecting pool. Near the southern edge of the site, an amphitheater-like space provides outdoor seating around the sculpture Pillar Arc.

The entrance is clearly delineated by a triple-height lobby with a copper canopy resting on seven columns to form a gracious portico. The tower rises 390 feet where a copper roof appears to float over the structure, giving the building an iconic profile on the Seattle skyline.

The interior is as thoughtful and compelling as the exterior. The transparent curtain wall allows natural light into the public spaces as well as the courtrooms and offices. The spacious entrance lobby is cleverly separated into a non-secure and secure area by an inviting reflecting pool that permits a clear view of the soaring space. A very distinctive space is the narrow atrium space connecting the tower to the office bar. The sweep of the latter’s green copper wall creates the effect of a protective embrace that culminates in monumental whalebone truss work, vaulting majestically to the office tower. Courtroom lobbies have full-height windows providing sweeping views of downtown Seattle and Puget Sound and to the plaza.
This building establishes a truly high standard for a tall urban courthouse. The jury was impressed with the complete resolution of the project in urban planning, architecture, and interior design. The project is also noteworthy for an effective and graceful security perimeter developed integrally with the site and building. | JURY COMMENT
ATF NATIONAL LABORATORY CENTER
BELTSVILLE, MARYLAND

ARCHITECTURE | ENGINEERING

Located on a 35-acre site just outside of Washington, DC, this 176,000-square-foot facility was designed to house the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives Forensic Science Laboratory and Fire Research Laboratory. The woodland character was retained by selectively clearing the trees and designing one major building on the center of the site. This strategy also achieved economy and efficiency and provided effective perimeter security.

The facility is essentially a single-story linear atrium scheme of concentric layers of laboratory and office functions on the two long sides with a modest frontispiece at one end. Circulation is a continuous linear loop. Primary laboratory spaces that require natural daylight are located at the outer perimeter. Laboratory support functions that require no natural daylight occupy the middle zone across the main circulation corridor from the labs. Open shared offices, private offices, and conference rooms open onto a simple sky-lit atrium garden. For operational flexibility, a modular unit was developed, providing the basis for a simple and efficient matrix that determined the structural framing of the building. The palette of materials is also simple and economical, consisting of an articulated masonry base supporting precast concrete walls topped with a standing seam copper wall and roof. Window openings into the laboratories and conference areas are accentuated by a painted metal and cedar trellis providing solar screen.
The design of the facility required a rigorous multidisciplinary collaboration to create the world’s first—and only—forensic fire testing and research laboratory. Located at the rear of the building, this laboratory comprises 75,000 square feet and includes three fire-testing laboratories where fires up to 25 megawatts can be safely conducted. Numerous engineering and technological challenges had to be met. One of the main challenges was airflow. The laboratory needed to simulate both an indoor and an outdoor environment that would allow a fire to burn freely. Another challenge was to protect the room and its equipment from heat damage. The facility also had to be designed to protect the environment from air and water pollution. Developing solutions for all these challenges has brought new tools never before available to fire investigators.
This project takes a tough, industrial program and makes elegant and resolved architecture. Simple but elegant materials are used to wrap and distinguish the building’s bulk while fully maintaining the existing landscape. This terrific building shows that the range of the Design Excellence Program can include every building typology. | Jury Comment
FEDERAL BUILDING
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

ON THE BOARDS

A LONG, SLENDER, TRANSLUCENT TOWER, 60 FEET WIDE, 234 FEET HIGH, SHEATHED WITH GLASS AND AN UNDULATING PERFORATED METAL SCREEN, AND A FOUR-STORY ANNEX WILL BOLDLY ANNOUNCE THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT’S COMMITMENT TO GREEN ARCHITECTURE AND A HIGH QUALITY WORK ENVIRONMENT. WHILE DRAMATIC, THE DESIGN OF THE NEW FEDERAL BUILDING IN SAN FRANCISCO IS NOT FORM FOR FORM’S SAKE. IT IS USER-CENTRIC, BLENDING ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND SUSTAINABILITY WITH STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE THE WELL-BEING AND PRODUCTIVITY OF WORKERS.

A NARROW FLOOR-PLATE WILL ALLOW SUNLIGHT TO PENETRATE DEEP INTO THE INTERIOR WHILE A SOPHISTICATED METAL SKIN REDUCES HEAT GAIN. MOST WORKERS WILL HAVE AN OUTSIDE VIEW AND A SPACE ILLUMINATED WITH NATURAL LIGHT. ABOVE THE FIFTH FLOOR, THE 18-STORY TOWER WILL HAVE OPERABLE WINDOWS THAT ADMIT ABUNDANT FRESH AIR. THE LONG WALLS OF THE TOWER WILL ACT AS A “LIVING SKIN” THAT BREATHES TO COOL THE INTERIOR WITH PREVAILING WINDS AND AIR CURRENTS. THIS WILL COOL MOST OF THE STRUCTURE FROM MID-APRIL TO MID-OCTOBER.

THIS INNOVATIVE BUILDING WILL ALSO BE A GOOD NEIGHBOR, COMBINING AMENITIES THAT WILL ENHANCE AND SERVE THE DIVERSE SOUTH OF MARKET NEIGHBORHOOD. A LARGE PLAZA WILL PROVIDE MUCH NEEDED OPEN SPACE AND A VENUE FOR OUTDOOR DINING, CONCERTS, AND A MARKET. ADJACENT TO THE BASE OF THE BUILDING, THE METAL SKIN WILL UNFURL TO FORM A DYNAMIC ROOF OVER A DAYCARE CENTER OPEN TO BOTH EMPLOYEES AND THE PUBLIC.

WHEN COMPLETED, THE BUILDING WILL CREATE A NEW ICONIC PRESENCE FOR THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT—A PROGRESSIVE PROTOTYPE EMBODYING THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE AND AESTHETIC INTEGRITY. ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING, AND URBAN DESIGN WILL BE WOVEN INTO A SEAMLESS WHOLE.
This is an unabashedly contemporary architecture that with great positive enthusiasm expresses its clients’ intentions to create uncompromising, intelligent, creative, cutting edge architecture without abandoning its responsibilities to satisfy the demanding and often debilitating requirements surrounding issues of function, budget, security, tectonics, context, and sustainability. Indeed, the design team has artistically employed these very same issues to make architecture of our own time with an imaginative and confident civic presence. | JURY COMMENT
UNITED STATES COURTHOUSE
BUFFALO, NEW YORK

ON THE BOARDS

The 262,000-square-foot courthouse will occupy a prominent one-block site on historic Niagara Square across the street from the 1931 Art Deco City Hall and opposite the Art Deco Michael J. Dillon U.S. Courthouse, completed in 1936.

The distinctive elliptical form achieves maximum efficiency by reducing the amount of exterior wall surface while enclosing the gross area required by the program and responding to the complex site conditions. The ellipse was sliced off on one side to form a public face that houses circulation galleries leading to the courtrooms. This face was then gently curved by a radius emanating from the center of Niagara Square to create a dialogue with the square.

To compensate for the 50-foot security setback requirement, an entry pavilion the height of the portico of City Hall was introduced at the site’s edge. This four-story structure marks the edge of the square and takes the public entry sequence out from under the tower mass for optimal security. To the three dominant pieces—the elliptical drum, the curving public galleries, and the entry pavilion—the architects added a vertical tower housing the public elevators. The tower anchors the courthouse to the site. It will be crowned with a glass lantern.

To make the building readily legible from the outside and to give lightness to the ten-story structure, a “veil” of transparent and patterned fritted glass planes is suspended on a pre-cast skin. Polished and beveled vertical edges of the glass will capture and refract light like a prism.

The rigorous and intelligent analysis of this building’s complex urban context permeates all aspects of its design. Its distinctive overall form is an unpredictable solution to the seemingly irresolvable, disparate condition of the site’s dynamics defined by its complex street patterns, irregular geometry, and varied massing of surrounding buildings. It is a design that brings order to an otherwise chaotic urban realm and does so with a surprisingly quiet and dignified presence.
CITATION

UNIVERSAL COURTHOUSE
EL PASO, TEXAS

ON THE BOARDS

Responding to the site by framing views, solar angles, materiality, and the containment of civic space, the design of the El Paso courthouse alludes to the timeless nature of Justice and the “deep time” of the West Texas landscape.

Historically, El Paso represented the passage from South to North as the Rio Grande River carved an East-West gateway through the mountains. This courthouse is a symbol of these transitions. It is composed of two major volumes—one in copper and the other in Texas limestone—joined by a louvered glass entry lobby that is a great “pass” or gateway through the structure that frames the Mount Franklin peaks in the distance. As a result, this dominant element in the landscape is made a cultural and physical part of the building. In the elevated lobby, views to the Sierra Juarez Mountains, the downtown skyline, and the Mount Franklin peaks become a defining panorama that unifies the architecture and the landscape.

The limestone volume is the main body of the complex with the courtrooms and judicial offices. It is carved open to reveal the courts and allow light to penetrate the interior. On the top floor is the Special Proceedings courtroom with a terrace. The exterior skin will be sheathed in copper. The copper-skinned volume will house the jury assembly room and serve as a community meeting space. The Circuit Library will occupy a place of prominence on the top floor.

The phenomenal condition of sky and horizon have been skillfully folded into a re-orchestration of one of the most traditionally defining characteristics of the courthouse spatial experience, the processional move from the world of a physical reality to the world of an ideological abstraction. The building’s form, plan, site plan, and section simultaneously serve to infuse this new sequence with an unexpected naturalness of light, texture, long and short range orientation, pace, and accessibility.

JURY COMMENT
UNITED STATES PORT OF ENTRY
DEL RIO, TEXAS

ON THE BOARDS

The Del Rio Port of Entry will create a powerful architectural symbol on the landscape, while effectively addressing the program requirements. The canopy is both symbolic and functional. It is enveloping, yet open. It is embracing and welcoming, capturing in its sweeping form the breadth of the democratic nation the visitor is about to enter.

Functionally, the canopies will mitigate the harsh effects of the sunlight, providing filtered natural light and ventilation where exhaust fumes and visibility are major concerns. They float above the inspection areas and provide shade in critical areas, extending to the east, west, and south to ensure shade throughout the day during all seasons. While giving a great amount of protection from the elements, the canopies will also allow filtered north light to illuminate the interiors, greatly reducing the need for artificial lighting. North facing light slots will serve as ventilation stacks, employing both natural passive solar and mechanical means of ventilation, and reducing the heat and fumes in the canopy areas.

Secure, open-air gardens are provided for personnel. These areas will be developed with sustainable features such as drought tolerant plantings, grids of shade trees, water features for evaporative cooling, and pervious materials in paved areas where possible. These landscapes will provide for the comfortable inhabitation of the site and climatic mitigation with respect to the natural climate.

The border station is a paradox. On one hand, it is a welcoming threshold and a positive moment of transition. On the other, it is a security barrier, a threatening experience of surveillance and perhaps even detention. This project has a lightness to it that confidently expresses the positive aspects of this encounter. The canopies, with a certain delicacy of authority, create a zone of transition commensurate with the scale of the surrounding landscape. They provide welcome protection from the elements and create a friendly, embracing image. — JURY COMMENT
UNITED STATES COURTHOUSE AND FEDERAL BUILDING
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

MODERNIZATION

In renovating this seven-story 1960s glass and aluminum curtain wall building into a facility for use by the U.S. Bankruptcy Court as well as by other federal agencies, the architects sought to reinforce on the interior, the clarity and integrity of the exterior architecture. The dignity of the judiciary was to be visually embodied in an architecture of inclusiveness, transparency, and orderliness. The opportunity to express these themes occurred in the courtrooms and public spaces.

The courtrooms are unified by a common set of design concepts. To emphasize the proceedings as the primary activity of the courtroom, the architects focused on the well, the area bounded by the judge’s bench, the spectators’ rail, the witness box, and the jury box. By inscribing a well-lit circular recess in the ceiling directly over this area, such that the participants all face each other across a common form, the order of the room suggests inclusiveness and participation in the process.

In the lobby, the goal was to clarify and simplify the finishes to attain an image of purity, dignity, and openness while creating the perception of a more generous space. The 126-foot building-through corridor was widened seven feet. A single ceiling plane punctuated by regularly spaced light slots that extend outside the building at both ends unifies the space. Opposite the elevator bank, the architects created a top-lit, glass light box of clear glass in front of a surface of etched, mirror glass. This space rebalances the light levels between the interior and exterior at the extreme ends of the space, while symbolically representing the transparency of the judicial process.

Exacting natural lines, transparent luminosity, and organic grammar as architect Thomas Phifer’s personal modus operandi all manifest in the courtrooms and public corridors in this exemplary modernization of Edward L. Varney’s 1960 building. | JURY COMMENT
UNITED STATES COURTHOUSE
ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA

Historic preservation, architecture, and art come together in a noble resolution at the U.S. Courthouse in Erie. Intensive historic restoration intertwined with a bold thread of modernism has created a vibrant revival of the federal presence in the heart of Erie’s civic realm.

The courthouse is comprised of four buildings. Three historic buildings anchor the complex: the Erie Public Library, an 1899 Beaux-Arts structure that is rich with public artworks; the Federal Building and U.S. Courthouse, built in 1937 in the spare classicism of the New Deal-era; and the Isaac Baker and Son building, constructed in 1946 in the sleek Art Moderne style for a clothing store. Woven into this historic architectural fabric is a contemporary courthouse annex and lobby structure that connect the buildings into a cohesive ensemble.

Preserving the historic buildings and weaving them together sensitively with a contemporary structure has maintained and expanded the visual variety and layering of the streetscape. Masonry patterns, gentle reveals, and the rhythm of fenestration all engage the pedestrian, creating expressions of openness even as the complex satisfies modern security needs. It is urban design at its best; the whole is greater than the sum of the parts.

Hand in hand with the distinguished building renovations and additions was the desire to revive artistic treasures that had aged with time. The materials and craft of the interiors, particularly the wealth of original paintings integral to the library building, have all been painstakingly conserved, secured, and, when necessary, thoughtfully replaced by like elements.

Important historic structures that span several periods and styles were skilfully tied together with a modern link.
The Robert F. Kennedy Department of Justice Building is one of a unified group of prominent structures comprising the Federal Triangle, which is part of the Pennsylvania Avenue National Historic Site in downtown Washington. Constructed between 1931 and 1935, it is a monumental seven-story, 1.2 million-square-foot structure covering 8.9 acres. The Classical Revival-style building is distinguished by Art Deco architectural elements and the innovative use of aluminum for details. The building contains a wealth of fine art, including exterior and interior sculpture and the largest collection of Depression Era “New Deal” works commissioned through the Works Progress Administration (WPA).

After more than half a century of use and numerous renovations and modernizations, the beauty and integrity of the building had been severely compromised. Drop ceilings concealed decorative ceilings; wallboard had been glued to limestone walls; terrazzo floors were damaged from anchoring partitions to create offices in historic corridors. In 1996, an eight-year restoration and modernization project began. It was a Herculean task requiring the integration of significant new infrastructure into this important historic structure. One-third of the building was renovated at a time while the other two-thirds was occupied. Power, temperature control, life safety, data communications, and security had to be fully maintained. Noise control was also an important requirement. At times, and in certain areas, work had to be suspended.

The goal was to retain as much of the historic fabric as possible while bringing the building up to current building codes. Ceilings were restored to the original decorative details and colors. Lighting was brought back to its original design. A lighting fixture that had been intended for use in the public corridors had never been manufactured so the original drawings were used to create the ornamental fixture. Floors were removed, new ductwork installed, and the original floors repaired and re-laid. Sixty-eight WPA murals and scores of sculptures were restored to their original appearance.
Restoration and preservation also included exterior work. The central courtyard with an aluminum water fountain flanked by limestone stairs and ramps was restored and an underground garage was renovated in lieu of the original plan to demolish and replace the entire structure. This decision not only saved time and money, it allowed the project to recover and reuse tons of building materials that would have otherwise been discarded as waste. Today, the courtyard’s limestone façade appears just as it did seventy years ago.
This project exemplifies the kind of outstanding team effort that a major restoration project of this complexity and scale requires to be successful. It is only through the combined efforts of the client, GSA, the architectural team, and the contractor, especially the trades people, that such a wonderful result can be achieved.
A focal point in the new atrium in the U.S. Courthouse in Wheeling, West Virginia, is *River of Light*, a pulsing art installation symbolizing the historical importance of glass-making and river life to Wheeling. Resting on the staircase plinth, *River of Light* is an abstract image of a river, distilled to its essence. Artist Mikyung Kim united historical reference with modern materials to depict the rhythm and shimmer of flowing water and to introduce an atmosphere of tranquility redolent of a contemplative garden.

*River of Light* consists of two parallel bands of glass layered to appear as though they cascade into the central atrium. The translucent glass is embedded with fiber optic cables that glow with an ever-shifting range of colors. The piece is an exploration of creating a work that is constantly evolving with the choreography of light and color. The artist worked very closely with the architect to design an integrated sculpture with the language of the stair system and podium—the stepped slabs of glass work in the same way as the layers of stone.

The piece creates a beautiful and meaningful relationship between its own radiant form, the architecture, and the location. The symbiosis it achieves with its setting is clear and concise, as well as unusually compelling.
First Impressions extends GSA’s Design Excellence Program goal of achieving design quality into existing federal buildings. Through this program, the 1960s bunker-style Richard Bolling Federal Building has been transformed into an inviting, secure facility. Originally, the building had two obscure entrances located inside the building envelope, connected by a dark building-through corridor with a low luminous ceiling. Today, two airy, glass entrance pavilions project from the building in an open and welcoming gesture. Over the primary entrance pavilion, the aluminum tube cladding was reconstructed in a wave form, enlivening the monolith façade and reinforcing the location of the entrance. The entrance doors have been aligned with Cherry Street. This reestablishes the street grid, which is interrupted by the building, with the pedestrian corridor that goes through the building. To create the feeling of a streetscape in this long, marble-clad corridor, storefronts were added, providing for a visually inviting series of shops or public agencies.

Security operations now take place in the pavilions away from the main building, providing a more safe and secure work environment for the occupants. The automobile drop off zone, which previously dominated the entry plaza, was removed to create a welcoming, secure landscaped plaza with a reflecting pool. The reflecting pool is aligned with Cherry Street. Its black appearance visually extends the black terrazzo floor of the lobby corridor, forming a strong inside/outside relationship between the building and its urban context.

What a dramatic first impression. The design beautifully orchestrates a subtle and elegant urban sequence into the building. The plaza integrates lighting, seating, security, and shade to create a great public space. The intervention strikes an impressive balance between the building’s modernist roots and city’s urban tradition of engaging the street and public.
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WORLD WAR II MEMORIAL BOOK
WASHINGTON, DC

GRAPHIC DESIGN

This 120-page book chronicles the ten-year design and construction process of the national World War II Memorial in Washington, showcasing the finished memorial on the Mall and honoring the millions of Americans who served in the war effort. The prominent axial design of the memorial is echoed throughout the layout of the book, starting with a serene cover that opens to text pages with a strong horizontal thread and narrative set in two clean, justified columns.

A combination of classic Baskerville type juxtaposed with sans serif Meta font reflects the duality of the memorial's design. The use of silver metallic ink helps set off the abundance of bronze artwork and complements the granite that was widely used in the memorial, both of which are seen in numerous photographs throughout the book. Images of preliminary design schemes and historic photos are printed as one-color halftone images in this silver to differentiate them from the color photos of the completed memorial.

By including elements of the design and construction process, the history of the project, detailed diagrams and texts, and an array of handsome photographic views of the finished memorial, from detail shots of the artwork to panoramas that include the site's context, the publication serves as a fitting keepsake and record of this memorial.

The book was completed in time for the May 29, 2004, dedication ceremony—a significant design accomplishment given the fact that nearly all the final full-color photography had to wait until construction of the memorial was completed in mid-April.

The book is reflective of and sensitive to the memorial, yet holds its own as a distinctive object. The overall piece is elegant, simple, informative, and appropriate for its purpose. | JURY COMMENT
The 390-foot-high U.S. Courthouse in Seattle with its iconic copper roof was completed on time and on budget, despite significant unexpected challenges that included record inclement weather, a labor strike, the departure of the major joint-venture partner, and contaminated soils. GSA’s contracting officer and project manager co-managed the project with the architecture firm’s design project manager. This unusual approach proved highly successful, building a close-knit and effective team of project participants. Significant communication processes implemented included a web-based project documentation system that tracked all requests for information, submittals, contract modifications, and other project documentation, as well as provided time-lapse project progress photography via a web cam mounted on an adjacent building.

Several innovative structural concepts were undertaken that led to significant cost savings and improved building safety. Primary among these was a hybrid shear-wall core to provide seismic safety. Considered a first, the system combines steel plates, braces, and beams into cells that are shielded at the corners by giant steel cylinders filled with concrete. The spine, which had the advantage of a pure concrete core without the disadvantages of weight and mass, maximized structural strength while minimizing bulk.

The project had an outstanding worker safety record. A “safety culture” was nurtured and promoted day in and day out for all workers, which numbered more than 1,800. Overall, the unity, flexibility, commitment, and professionalism exhibited by the project team make this project a model of construction excellence.

The innovation brought by all members of the team was impressive. Even more impressive was the ownership that the team members demonstrated for each other’s ideas along with constantly sharing information. Teamwork was apparent at all levels, including the courts, and everyone on the project can be rightfully proud of the high quality of the construction.
UNIVERSAL STATES AND CANADA SHARED BORDER STATION
SWEET GRASS, MONTANA/COUTTS, ALBERTA

CONSTRUCTION EXCELLENCE

This project was a unique construction challenge that required building a shared border station with a main port building straddling the border between the United States and Canada. Throughout the construction process, the station, which is one of the heaviest truck border crossings in the western United States, had to be fully operational and the security of the border strictly maintained.

The facility consists of 100,000 gross square feet on a 22.8 acre site. It includes a three-story main port administration building in which more than 20 percent is shared space, inspection booths, separate U.S. and Canadian facilities for commercial and secondary inspection, and parking for 178 vehicles and 58 trucks. A design/build project, the construction manager had the monumental task of coordinating the work between the two countries with 80 points of contact with decision-making authority and 400 directly involved participants. An overall project strategy to achieve a sustainable building was established at the inception of the project. Phasing the work made it possible to optimize project progress and minimize down time. Weekly and monthly meetings were held to review work in progress, address issues, and coordinate the schedule. A project website was used to keep everyone up to date. A “no blame environment” was established. Problems were shared and solved using the collective wisdom of all parties. Likewise, successes were shared. The project was delivered on time and within budget and received a GSA Sustainability Design Award.

Completing a project on the border of two countries while maintaining the integrity of that border is a tremendous feat. Doing so with a design-builder in one country, at least five different clients, and materials and labor from both countries, while maintaining an aggressive schedule and ending without any claims is even more remarkable. It is an extraordinary project. I JURY COMMENT
Few projects have the historical importance of a project like the National World War II Memorial in Washington, DC. Its prominent site on the central east-west axis of the Mall, halfway between the Washington Monument and the Lincoln Memorial, required the highest quality materials, craftsmanship, and construction to ensure a result worthy of the site and the event it commemorates.

The 7.4-acre site was originally part of the Potomac River tidal flats. It lies within the 25-year flood plain and is 8.5 feet above river level. To prevent the migration of groundwater beneath the memorial and provide a structural wall for construction, a 2-foot-wide reinforced concrete slurry wall extending from ground level down to bedrock was constructed. Inside the perimeter of the slurry wall more than 600 steel piles were embedded in bedrock down to 40 feet below ground to provide support for the plaza so it will not sink. Overall, the memorial contains more than 17,000 individual pieces of granite weighing 8,000 tons, 136 jets of water in three separate fountains, two waterfalls, a state-of-the-art vault housing pumps and controls 32 feet below ground, and 16,000 cubic feet of concrete. The water features and site utilities systems use more than 5.5 miles of stainless steel and PVC piping.

Knowing that more than 1,100 World War II veterans die each day, the project team was committed to completing the memorial on time—and on budget. By maintaining a strict construction schedule and meeting every challenge, they were able to open the memorial a month before its dedication on May 29, 2004.

Rarely does a project inspire everyone associated with it to rise to a higher level than they thought possible. The World War II Memorial was one of these projects. The team worked together to make sure that such a unique and highly visible project would be accomplished despite any challenges that were encountered. Their collaboration and the manner in which they resolved issues kept the project on track and completed it with a level of quality that will last for generations.
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